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RELIGION AS A SOCIOLOGICAL FACTOR 
Brief Outline. 
I. INTRODUCTION: 
1. On the Definition of Religion. 
a. The great ethnic religions briefly described and 
their common characteristicu derived. 
Confucianism, Buddhism, Brahmmiam, Mohrunmednnisr.1 
and Christianity. 
b. Dr. Warren 1 s definition. 
2. On the definition of Progress. 
a. Progress in evolution, - natural growth. 
b. Pro~ress in civilization, - mind working on matter. 
c. Its relativity, - the point of view. 
3. On the economics of progress. 
a. The fact of varying rates and degress of progress. 
b. The derivation of forces and factors affecting 
the rate and degree of progress. 
c. The relative value of the factors of progress. 
~· • L 
I. RELIGION f,ND SO~AL EFFICIEtJCY. 
1. The requirements of efficiency. 
a. Expert knowledee. 
b. Morality and couraee. 
c. Administrative nbili ty. 
d. Idealism. 
2· The test of efficiency. 
/ o.. ny count; how many nnd how much. 
b. Ideas objectified and ro"lized. 
3. Tho m·eM .. - of' ~c1a1 ef'ficicr.cy. 
To mnk~ "'V"r:"' hum~n being f'eel ~md know that he is an 
integral unit of his tribe, nation and mankind. 
4. Religion holds the key to this problem. 
a. Religion teaches the permanent and universal value of 
the individuals. 
1. Man is more than physical. 
2. Man is a unique emanation of divinity. 
b. ~xalts mere individuality and personality. 
c. Supplies a necessary and f'undumentnl faith toward 
God and optimism toward the worl§. 
II. RELIGION AND THE FCOD SUPPLY. 
1. The effect of a. poorly nourished or over-nourished body 
upon -
a.. The Hind. 
b. The Feelings. 
c. Physical endurance in conflict, etc. 
2. The influence of vegetable or animal diet~ 
3. Food a. prime necessity, and its sca.rd.ty or a. bundance 
affected progress. 
4. The dictates of religion affect the oupply and consumption 
of food. 
a. Prohibition a~a.inst certain kinds of foods. The 
Je\vs' ban on pork, use only the Kosher meat, etc. 
b. Prohibition against killing certo.in animals used 
for food, because 
(a) Held sacred, (b) through belief in transmigration 
might be infliction of pain on another soul, etc. 
c. Setting o.na.rt a tithe or other portion of the harvest 
or flock, for purposes of sacrifice, or as u gift to 
the maintenance of the religion. 
Meat offered to idols, etc. 
d. The religious practice of fasting. 
e. Temperance and gluttony in religious teaching o.nd 
practice. 
III, THE FAMIJ,Y AND RELIGION. 
u. The family the unit of society. 
b. The influence of the family on progress. 
Promiscuity, polygyny, polyandry and monogamy. 
c. Fa.nily lif'e conceived as a sacred responsibility by 
Jews, Christians nnd to u degree by all religions. 
The Christian Scriptures. 
d. Roligion largely responsible for the development 
of the monogamous family. 
e. !.!oral and religious teaching intrusted throuc;h 
priests to parents in all religions. 
f. Harriage not only u civil but an ecclesiastical 
contract. 
IV.· TilE POPULATION AND RELIGION. 
a. The increase of population and its effect on progress. 
b. The distribution of population and its effect on progress. 
c •. The sacredness of the family influencing its size and 
rate of increase. 
d. Ancestor worship among Chinese. 
e. The centering of population about shrines and murches; 
Sheckem nnd Bethel, later Jerusalem among Jews, 
Ephesus, for worshippers of Diana. 
Mecca of the Mohal"ll1ledans. 
The cities of the grant temples of the Greok and 
Roman polytheists. 
f. Colonizing.by sect. 
V. WAR AND.PEACE. 
A •. The effect of war upon progress. 
B. The effect of peace upon progress. 
Progress follows war. Hight makes right. 
Duty of the superior to correct inferior. 
C. Religion as an in3tigator of conflict. 
1. The thought of the Gods at war with each other as 
among polytheists, or God at war with Satan as 
in Christian theology. 
2. Religious wars between groups defending different 
beliefs. 
3. The affect of the constant moral struggle as 
imnosed by reli~ion upon the desire for supremacy 
in all things. 
D. Religion aa a promoter of peace. 
1. The end of all religion is the possession of 
pence. e. g. The Heaven of the Christians 
and Mohal".medans and the Nirvana of tho Hindus. 
2. The triumph of Christianity in the promotion of 
peace. 
.. 
VI. RELIGION AND GOVERNMENT. 
a. Might makes right. 
b. The early belief that the gods had all povrer, hence 
were the supreme rulers. 
The theocracy of the Jews. 
c. The subsequent belief that self-appointed or hereditary 
rulers fron the Deity. 
d. The grea.~ moral and religious codes of la~~the cantor~ 
and foundation~ of civic law. 
e. The parallelism betwee~he nevelopment in religion 
from an absolute heirarchy to a broad and repre-
sentative congregalionalism and the development 
in government from the absolute monarchy to a 
representative democracy • 
VII. RELIGIOlJ AND EOOCATION. 
A. Education generally conceded to be the largest 
single factor in the econooy of progress. 
B. The place of science, philosophy, the fine arts, 
languages and literature •. 
C. One fundamental motive imposed by religion on all 
mankind for an education is the desire to know the 
Deity for he ever rer.1ains just beyond the bounds 
of a complete finite knowledce. 
D. Religion has ever been the prolific mother of 
educational institutions. 
E. The first studies in the sciences were religious 
exercises as in alchemy and astrology. 
F. The philosopher's search for the basic of valid 
thinking and for that which has ontological reality, 
has been inspired and guided by the church and the 
religious motive. 
G. The circulation of sacred writings has provided 
the main thoroughfare for the construction of 
languages and literatures. 
H. The expression of religious truths in terms 
appreciable to the finite mind has ever furnished 
the suprene theme of the fine arts. 
VIII. RELIGION AND INDUSTRY. 
A. The ~oonomic life in terms of sense and ~atter 
and things concrete and finite, - the here and 
now, - is urged by some to be the consideration 
of greatest value in determining the principles 
of progress. 
B. 'l'he materialistic argument. orieily set forth. 
Give b. man a Lair chance, a good environment, 
dufficient income to keep him well above the 
poverty line, adequate nourishment and recreation 
rumd a good education and he will be happy and 
make progress. 
c. The additional factor argued by the religionist. 
Bring a man into relation with the Divine so 
he may see that all he may achieve in the line 
of his own economic independence and advancement 
has u universal reference and a Divine significance, 
then his motives ure clarified and intensified 
from within so that he will make use of the 
good environmant and opportunity offered him by 
the materialist • 
...~. The best in the procress of cor.unerce and industry 
has been achieved in this way. 
THE PLACE OF RELIGION IN THE ECONOMY OF PROGRESS. 
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FOREWORD 
Among the many tendencies of the times is the demand 
that all things, both abstrf\.Ct and concrete, should be re-
duced to the common denominator of dollars and cents. Now-
e.-days, the pragnatic test determines the value of any phil-
osophy • '~ow will the cost of production be reduced?~- is 
the question that the inventor of mechanical devices must 
I • 
answer. 1Wha.t is his present salary? - is the query of the 
.) 
Pulpit Supply Committee. One is reminded of those fine 
words of Lowell, and the contrast that he dravm between the 
utilitarian, value-counting world and the free and lavish 
hand of the Lord, -
"Earth gets its price for what Earth gives us; 
The beggar is t~ed for a corner to lie in, 
The priest hath his fee who comes and shrives us; 
Vle bargain for the graves we lie in; 
At the devil's booth are all things sold, 
Each ounce of dross costs its ounce of gold; 
For a cap Md bells our lives >Ye pay, 
Bubbles we buy with a. whole soul 1 s tasking: 
'Tis heaven alone that is given away, 
'Tis only God flay be had for the asking." * 
And so the question is raised by all who believe in a 
quid pro quo, - "What is the actual value of religion?" They 
say v1e \vill not contribute energy and money to the maintenance 
of churches and temples unless we can be made to believe that 
religion hns a place of prime importance and is ari essential 
* (Vision of Sir Launfal, Lowell's Poems, pp.l07.) 
factor of progress. TI1e purpose of this dissertation is to 
describe and define the utility of re~ion, and from the 
analysis of such facts as are availabJe derive the terms that 
show of how much material account religion is to civilization. 
I. Introduction 
1. ON THE DEFINITION OF RELIGION. 
The spiritual relation existing between the Deity a.nd 
man forever remains a mystery. Even Jesus of Na~areth did 
not attempt its explanation vrhen the question vras put to Him 
by the learned Nicodemus. The questioner was referred to the 
wind - "The \'l'ind bloweth 1vhere it listeth and thou hea.rest 
the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh or 
whither it goeth; so is every one that is born of the Spirit." * 
And so ;ve "hear the sound thereof" in the things which religion 
accomplishes in the hearts and minds of men, and we are obliged 
·to define it by a study of what it. does. Any impartial annly-
sis of a man's inner consciousness reveals a. certain instinct 
that has come to be knovm ns religion. In its most s~~etri-
cal form it manifests itself in three directions, as an intel-
lectua.l, an emotional and a. volitional force. 
As an intellectual ~~ the sotil a.clmow1edges the 
recognition of some object construed ns a. .eod toward which 
its religioUs activities are directed. It is that part of 
religion which is expressed in the creed, "I believe in God. 11 
It is not confined merely to a belief in the existence of a 
god but involves a mental acceptance of the revelation of this 
god which expresses his relations with the material a.nd physi-
cal world and with his ovm soul. It involves the affinnation 
of the personalit:>' of the e;od. 
., 
' 
, 
As an emotional force the soul is consciously moved and 
stirred into such activities of vrorship as are felt will please 
the deity. Religion does not consist merely in a cold, lor;h~al 
deduction of the existence of a god and of the truth of his re-
lations to men, but in the active response of the soul in loving 
loyalty and trust. 
As a volitional force the soul consciously nets to carrJr 
out certain duties and service that it believes have been laid 
upon it by the deity. Religion therefore becomes not a passive 
thing but an active agent within the soul. This fact reminds 
us of the necessity of discrimi-nating between religious acts 
and religion itself. Prayers, church attendance, .fastings, 
penances, or even personal work are not religion -- they are 
relir;ious acts. Relicion's peculiar characteristic is its in-
;vardness in the sense that it exists within the soul and behind 
all outward expresnion of its invrard presence. Dr. Wnrren sums 
up this description in the following definition, "Religion is 
a man's active bearing over against the divine being or beings 
in whose existence he believes."* 
These three phases of the religious instinct have been 
nicely worked out by Hegel, Schleiermacher and Eant. Hecel 
contended that the seat of religion wns in the intellect. His 
favorite definition w·as, "Religion consists of the finite 
spi~it becominr; conscious of its infinite nature."** Schleier-
:nacher held that the sent of relir;ion was in the emotions, -
his expression of the idea being "ReliGion is sense and taste 
* (W. F. Vlarren, 11 The Relir;ions of the \':orld and the Vlorld Religion") 
**(Hegel) . 
r I 
~I 
for the Infinite." *** }~ant claimed that the seat of religion 
was in the will and expressed his claim in the definition, 11 Re-
ligion is the recognition of all our duties as divine commands~**** 
Each of these philosophers had a part of the truth, but all must 
be taken together to define the bearing we call religion in a 
vray that satisfies the conclusions of htunan observation and 
reason. 
A definition of proc;ress must ah·rays be expressed in 
relative terms. Absolute progress is unknovm except to the 1n-
finite. It depends altogether upon the point of view. Advocates 
of temperance in the use of alcoholic liquors think we are making 
progress, when another State adopts constitutional prohibition 
of the liquor traffic, but the brewers will tell you that civili-
zation. is going backvrard for a blow has been struck at "life, 
libertj' and the pursuit of happiness." 
The use of arbitration in the settlement of industrial 
and international disputes is regarded by most c;ood people as 
one of the greatest signs of progress of the present time, and 
yet there are many who say that arbitration never settles a.n~r 
dispute; that the only way to vindicate the rie;ht or wrone; of 
a contention is to fie;ht it out, placinG the merits of the ques-
tion on the side of the vrinner. This latter seems to be the ex-
planation of the present European War. The increase of educa-
tion is likewise considered by most e;ood people to indicate the 
greA.t proe;ress of the race, and yet some will argue that it is 
***(Schleiermacher, 11 Der Christliche Gla.ube.") 
****(Kant, "Discourses on Relieion"- TR.) 
not knowledge itself but the application of knovrledge vrhich 
really counts in the onward march of the vrorld, and some will 
even contend that education has, at best, only a secondary 
place in a development where the motive is rated first. 
These examples serve to illustrate the relativity of 
progress. The kinds of progress fall into two chief ~:;eneral 
classes. The first is the pror;ress which comes about through 
natural grmvthi through the automatic working out of nature's 
laws. The second class includes all those forms of the pro-
gress of civilization which come to pass through the applica-
tion of intelligence to the material substance of our every 
day environment, so as to bring about an increasingly better 
opportunity for men to develop along lines for which they are 
fitted by nature. Progress by natural growth is one of the 
ready-made truths of experience. The race cannot remember a 
time when natural growth did not mean progress. It is a fact 
taken for granted that the different species of plant-life and 
animal-life tend to supersede each other in such away as to 
produce species better qualified for their environment. The 
observation of this state of things leads to the deduction of 
such theories as the Dnrvrinian hypothesis of spontaneous varia-
tions and the survival of the fittest, or progress by natural 
selection. While this theory describes quite accurately the 
law of nature, it is taking far more credit than belongs to it, 
when it is made to constitute a complete formula for progress. 
To believe this hypothesis, one must fore;et that any species 
( 
of life left solely to itself will tend to deteriorate and 
gradually extinguish itself. The fact that the species are 
improved as the respective generations come and eo must, 
therefore, be due to the intervention of so~e outside factor 
or force. The theist will say that the mind of God is guiding 
the forces of nature, ahd that the existence or new and better 
species are controlled by Him. The atheist will say that the 
fund~ental power in the vrorld is force or energy and that 
latent energy in the world manifests itself according to the 
working out of a natural law in such a way as to bring about 
improvement in the species. While the vievr or the atheist is 
easier to believe, still it fails utterly to explain the facts 
of progress by natural growth. 
But the progress with which 1ve are concerned is that 
of the second class, namely, the progress which rises in the 
world through the application of intelligence to the material 
substance of our environment, so as to bring about that social 
condition which furnishes the individual with an increasingly 
better opportunity to work along the line for which Hature has 
determined him. 
The Honorable James Bryce raises five questions to 
determine whether procress is taking place or not. First: "Has 
man advanced physically? Second: "Has he acquired ~ore than 
makes for comfort, food and clothing? 11 Third: "Has he a higher 
intelligence'?" Fourth: "HA.s he more freedom in his social re-
·lations?" Fifth: "Is he improvine as a moral being?"* 
* (James Bryce in Atlantic Monthly, Vol.lOO pp 145-155- "What is 
Progress?" 1907) 
Answering these questions, vre cite as evidence on the 
first that the mind of man has reduced the knowledge of the 
body to a science and through his studies in anatomy, physioJ.oe;y, 
pathology and the effects or medicine and drugs upon the human 
system, has supplied the conditions of a. greatly advanced 
physical well being. On the second question, the application 
of the mind of man to the products of the earth's soil and their 
manufacture into useful articles has added to his personal com-
fort and to the supply of good food and suitable clothing. In 
answer to the third question it may be said that not only has 
the quantity of knowledge acquired by the average man increased, 
but. the quality of mental power is of a much higher order than 
formerly. On the fourth question the increasing intimacy between 
personal freedom nnd social responsibility, through the spread 
or the government and institutions or democracy, has given man 
the kind of freedom in his social relations which is most highly 
prized. On the fifth query it may be said that while the falling 
off of church attendance and the failure to maintain former 
standards of morality seen to indicate anything but progress, 
the increasing output of philanthropy and the rising ideals 
of civic o.nd social justice 1 a.s well as the constantly improv-
ing individual moral code, all point to an improvement of man 
as a. moral being. Careful investigation of the facts leading 
:UP to the anm'Ters to questions such a.s Hr. Bryce enumerates, 
suggests still another analysis of progress. 
There is the proeress or the individuR.l and there is 
. : ... 
the progress of society, as made up of groups of related indi-
viduals. In a general way, the groups of related individuals 
may be treated the same as individuals themselves, since there 
is a physical and intellectual and social w·ell being of a group 
as well as of an individual. The group, how·evcr, is subject 
to other forces besides those which play upon the individual. 
The influence of such social forces as mob-mind, loyalty, mutual 
helpfulness and fashion indicates the presence of powerful 
. 
social stimul~. Out of these rise the different social gropp-
ings such as municipalities, states, nations; and such as 
organizations, institutions and corporations. These all make 
for progress in proportion o.s they give a satisfactory answer 
to the questions previously raised concerning progress. 
Definite as the foregoing seems to be, it may be 
noted that no individual or group of individuals has yet been 
found who is competent to pass upon this or that standard of 
progress o.nd its application and say with absolute certainty -
"Herein lies progress." Progress remains a purely relative 
term. On the other hand, it must be remembered that none of 
the conclusions of science are absolute in the sense of con-
stituting the final and only true statement of conditions. But 
rather they form the conclusions which satisfy the demands of 
a practical mind and have been found to be true for a reasona-
bly large number of cases and, therefore, satisfy the practical 
tests of every-day life. By progress, then, vre mean that im-
provement in the conditions of living which makesfor the physi-
10 
cal, mental, moral and social well-being and happiness of the 
majority of men. 
The fact that there are varying degrees and rates of 
progress supplies the fo<Uldation for a study of the economics 
of progress. The study of pure economics brings to us certain 
conclusions regarding values. It investigates the source of 
wealth and the uses to which vrealth :::1.ay best be put to produce 
more wealth. The exchange of values brought to pass through 
trading and co~~erce and competition, combination, etc., all 
have their place in the consideration. While it is impossible 
to deduce the formulae of the la·ws of economics with mathematical 
precision, we nevertheless have derived the principles of scxeial 
science by the use of which the race moves forward. Likewise J 
it is impossible to accurately estimate the values of the 
various forces bearing upon the rate and degree of progress, 
but a careful study leads us to the light of some relative 
truths, vrhich, when followed, bring us fonvard and upward in 
the world. The method of our discussion will be first to 
present, 
"" ~the direct bearing of religion as a social factor, 
and then to show how the indirect effect of religion is felt 
in and through the more immediate factors of progress such as 
education, industry and government. 
J 
t.'HAPTER I. 
RELIGION AND 0>0CIAL EFFlCIENCY. 
The direct bearing of religion as a factor of progress 
appears in any analysis of the principles of social efficiency. 
:.Getting on in the world" is the business of men. Therefore, 
the rules of the game are quite important if men desire to take 
life seriously and make the most of it. 
The study and unalysis of So~ial Efficiency, as 
given by Doctor Rudolph M. Binder, of New York University, in 
his course upon thnt subject, commends itself to our co1:sidera-
tion on this point. The; pertinent facts are herewith presented. 
~ocial efficiency is defined as the application of expert 
knowledge to the solution of ~ny .i'roblem which concerns a part 
or a whole of the social organization. This means more 
than good motives. It involves more than personal goodness; its 
requirements excel the demnnds of education. All, hoVIever, 
are needed. More particularly the conditions of efficiency are:-
.First:- The special export kno\7ledge necossnry for the 
partiwlar task. 
Secondi- Morality and courage which will enable a man to 
• perform the t.ask and apply his kno·.~·ledge without 
fear or favor. 
Third:- Administrative ability by which one may select 
properly cpnlified men to do the work assigned 
to them. 
Fourth:- Idealism which gives the worker the ability to 
look beyond the immediate task and re~ard his 
work as a necessary part of the larger whole. 
The primary test of efficiency is the statistical 
method. This takea the count of the quantity and tho quality 
of the work to be done and the work accomplished. :Thio method 
is applicable to every institution, even schools and churches. 
The ultimate teat of social efficiency is the power to objectify one's 
ideas, so that others of avera~ ability may be able to use then. Ideas 
must become available in order to be useful. 
The problen of social efficiency io to make every human heine; 
feel and know that he is an integral unit of his tribe, nation and 
mankind. It is this problem of the universal reference of the deeds 
and character of the individual which calls for the practice of social 
efficiency. When a man refuses to assume his fair share ·Of the co-
operative responsibility for the progress of the group, he becomes a 
social hindrance. He may be personally very well developed in mind 
and body, but also be, at the some ti~e, of. verJ' lit..Ue uso. This does 
not mean that he should not develop himself nnd value himself in-
dividually, but rather that"'he should train himself up to the hichest 
excellence, not for the sake of excell.eDce, but for the: sake of 
usefulness. to his fellows. · Both of the foree;oine; considerations 
assume that the individual is to have an opportunity to exorcise 
his pO''rers of usefulness so thnt they will yield a return for the 
advnn~ement of his bToup. 
Religion holds the key to this prob1em. There is no other 
force or influence in the world which c;i ves man so clear n notion 
of the permnnent and universal value of his own existence ~ a..tY 
religion. It is reliGion that inculcates the truth that man is More 
than n physical heine;. It is relicfon 
for tho doctrine that man is a unique 
alone that is responsible 
e.~ ~ation of ·divinity. With those 
" A 
ilioughts in nind:mun is fairly innpired to cxercioe himnel:f' in every 
cfirection, knowine; that every triu.Tllph that does not directly b~nefit 
hi:-:self' is improving tl1e condition of those around him nnd is thereby 
indirectly a benefit to him. The Christian religion stands higher 
than other religiorcs as a factor of social efficiency because 
it believes in a personal God, who alone can give permanent 
inci vidunlity to man~ Pantheistic and materialistic religiono 
belittle the individual life and, therefore, are socially,......... 
ineffic~ent. 
Too much cannot be rmid of the truth tho. t religion 
supplies the necessary and fundanental faith tounrd God nnd 
optinism tow~rd the world which lays the foundation for nll 
efficient social st.riving. To quote from Docto,r I3i~der • 
the net renultn which he concludes arise out of the kistory 
of Christianity and the Social Consciousnes3, are : 
ft (1) The individual was clearly defined in terms of et.erni ty and 
universalityJ since he was called a "soul". (2) The theory 
of salvn.tion through Jesus levelled all men nnd made them 
equal befor!J God. (3) The monotheistic conception of God unified 
and co~ordinated the spiritual goods of the race. (4) Tho unity 
of God l'leans that the world is at the service of God. (5) The 
unity of God involves the moral unit~r of all clasflon of' nen in 
service and equality. (6) n1e Christ was the perfect idenl in hurnun 
form of what God is nnd what man ouc;ht to be. (7) The potential 
was considered of greater importance than tl1e actual. Tho na~-bo 
and the ought-to-be ware created, c-o.nd became a leuvon in the v:hnt-i~. 
(8) The conception of nn idonl in the mind of nun menns the 
creation of his personali t~· (9) The pursuit of nn ideal menns 
and requires freedom from fnte through n personnl c;od who useo the 
world and is not subject to its forces. (1¢) Immortality ~s re-
quired for this purpose, since life is short nnd development tt~ktls 
much time. (11) IL~ortality is possible only on buois of the 
+ 
integrity of human personality which must not become means to the 
ends of the state. (12) Transcendence is necessary, since integrity 
of human personality can be expressed only in terms of eternity. (13) 
The sence of sin is a corrollary to this feeling of infinite v1orth. 
(14) The idea of the Kinc;dom as immanent was too overwholmi ng, 
and Christ's follo\·A3rs made it transcendent, but we are go inc; back to 
original view. (15) Belief in perfectibility o.ncl educnbilit;</ of o.ll 
men implies belief in human brotherhood. (16) The ideas of the Kingdom 
of God o.nd human brotherhood create the idea of Duty, and of mutual 
responsibility. (17) These ideas involve o. revolution in hm:-mn values 
since ideas are indest~uctible and dynamic. (18) ChriBtia."ity thus 
possibility for socio.l.efficiency in every man lies in faith as a 
hopeful attitude toward God, and optimism toward the world. (20) 
The individual is thus supreme - endowed with permanent worth, infi-
capo.oities, and stands out clearly as un 
nd.te~nte"'r'"l •.mi+ a-ong his f'e11owmen. Duty, :f"aith and knowledge 
m.ust bring him closer to his fellovr..1en. '1 
With theoarundawental principles in_mind we can now turn 
to their manifestation and observe their effect as they influence 
all other more direct factors of progress. 
CHAPTER I.t. 
Religion and the Food Supply. 
The conditions of existence must be met before one may 
consider the conditions of progress. The development of the 
race is first of all dependent upon the food supply. The sacred 
l 
writers of the Old Testament dispensation laid grant stress upop 
it. Indeed so important did it seem to the author of the first 
chapter of Genesis that the grandeur of God's nature was made 
to depend largely upon Hie wisdom in creating a world of plant 
and animal life, not as an end in itself, but as conatituti~g· 
the food supply of the people who were to have dominion over 
it. 
The original granaries of the world were tte forests 
and jungles and fields. That which grew wild in vegetable and 
animal life constituted the food of the barbarian. To proeure. 
it he had to contend in the chase and in the htm t or endure the • 
toil of gathering it. His selection of food was largely limited 
to that which was available and through the least-effort. If 
fish and game were not plentiful and could not easily be obtained, 
he fed himself upon an abundance of edible wild fruit and herbs 
~ 
to be had for the picking, becoming a vegetarian in diet. The 
plenteousness of this food supply and the ease with which it 
could be obtained determined the location of the tribe. Hence 
we 'rind the first settlements along the fertile river valleys. 
Many natural instincts within, and many forceo from 
witltout. conspired to force man to improve the food supply. 
The women and children who could not hunt, learned to plant 
and raise grain, the nan discovered that certain animals 
could be domesticated and raised for food, thereby eli~inating 
the hard work and risk of life involved in the chase. The 
development of scientific agriculture and grazing, with the 
avenues of trade in provisions, brings us down to the present 
highly complex but well-ordered balance bet\reen the supply and 
demand for all kinds of food. 
It is well known that the diet of a man has a direct ef-
feet upon his whole nature. When the food supply was largely 
limited to flesh, people were themselves more or leaa wild as 
the animals they ate. When it was largely vegetarian they 
were peace-loving, nomadic shepherds. When the food supply of 
any kind was scarce, then the entire time of the individuals was 
taken to secure it and there was no time left for other pursuits. 
When it was plenteous there was intemperance and gluttony, and 
a consequent excess of leisure. 
It is more than a coincidence that the ceremonial prac-
tices ordered by the great ethnic religions were closely related 
to the supply and consumption of food. These seemed to be es- 'r 
pecially prevalent among the Jews. Several chapters of the leviti-
cal law are devoted to the definition of the proper kind of food 
for devout Jews to eat. The meat of certain animals may be used; 
the meat of other animals is to be avoided. All that is used 
is to be prepared in the manner that is called Kosher. 
In elaborating the idea of sacri:fice, the religious leaders 
turned to the best of tl1e food supply to furnish the victim for 
the altar. The lamb, the bullock, the ran, the pigeon and the 
turtle-dove are especially mentioned. The dedication of a tithe 
of the harvest or first fruits of the land to provide means of 
support for the priests again affects the food supply. The heathen 
religions that controlled the nations surrounding the Jews had 
similar ceremonies, such as that typified by the offering of 
meat to idols. 
The sacrificial idea was doubtless construed to mean that 
one should part with that which was most precious and most essen-
tial -to the individual worshipper, as an evidence of complete 
subnission to the God who was worshipped. There was little or 
no money and the food supply furnished not only the sustenance 
of the people but constituted the medium of exchange and the 
principa~ property item of any value. 
In further elaboration of the same idea there were inati-
tuted the religious practices of fasting and feasting. As a 
penance for sin, a practice of self-denial and abstinence from 
food of any kind was established by the religious lendtrrs. In 
a corresponding way the joy of a triumph over the nation's 
enemies or a memorial service for some great spiritual deliverance 
was celebrated by a period of feasting, such as the Feast of the 
Passover. 
Similar practices from other religions than the Jewish 
·are quite as signif'icant. The Hindu will not kill certain animals 
;..3 
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that might be used for food because religion has constituted 
them as sacred. Their belief in the transmigration of souls 
also has the effect of limiting the food supply. They suppose 
that the soul of individual persons who have not been able to 
entirely suppress the self during their lifetime are obliged 
to become reincarnated in some animal. To kill such an ani-
mal, reinvested with a human soul, would be, therefore, to in-
f'lict personal injury upon the spirit of the departed. 
As an ethical principle, as well as a religious prac-
tice, there has been handed.down through all the religions strong 
teaching in the matter of temperance in the use of food, as well 
aa of fasting. The writer of the book of Proverbs tells us 
"the drunkard and the glutton shall come to poverty and drowsi-
ness shall clothe a man with rags."* 
In the Christian dispensation Christ lmdertakes a forty 
day fast~ in the wilderness and at its close resists the tempta-
tion to turn the stones into bread to satisfy His hunger. The 
power of the mind over matter and the belief that spiritual 
sustenance is rnore essential than feedi~g the body is illus-
trated by such discourses as that on "The Bread of Life" and the 
"Semon on the l·!ount", especially the verse, "Is not life more 
than meat, and the body than raiment?" Still another instance 
is the reply of Christ to His disciples at Jacob's Well in 
Samaria when they offered Him the food they had just brought 
back fran the city, when fie said, "l~y meat is to do the will of 
llim that sent ~e and to finish His work." *~ 
* ( 
*"' (John V: 34) 
;Y 
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The effect of all this religiomteaching on the use 
of food has been to dignify tho meaning and value of food it-
self. The man who is controlled by religious impulses will not 
waste his food. He will regard it as belonging to the Creator 
and there~ imposing upon himself the responsibility to use 
what he needs for himself and distribute the rest where it is 
most needed. He will be inspired to improve both the quality 
and the quantity of food. This will lead him to the invention 
of labor-auving agricultural machinery and it will lead him to 
the improvement of the systems of trade between the producer 
and the consumer.of food. By analogy he will learn that what 
the food is to the body that religion is to the soul. He will, 
therefore, develop a symmetrical life which, on the one hand 
harmonizes itself with the material forces which provide the 
needs of the body and, on the~ other hand he will keep in touch 
with the Infinite in such a way as t.o bring that mental and 
spiritual peace which is so closely akin to a well nourished 
body. 
CHAPTER 1It 
The Family and Religion. 
The family is the fun~amental unit o.f society. Its persia-
tenoe through centuries of conflict and persecution and sexual 
irregularities of many kinds is evidence of its enduring nature. 
It is entitled to the place of the chief cornerstone in the 
structure of civilization. It is not necessary, within the limits 
of our subject, to review the history of the fanily through its 
various stages of prooiscuity, polyandry, polygyny and monogamy. 
It is sufficient to say that probably the first for~ of human 
government was that of the patriarchy where the head of the family 
was the ruling power and that all government is an evolution from 
family discipline. The first instruction was given by parents 
to children and the highest formsof education depend for their 
lar~st efficiency upon the principles of home training. 
The family has made many specific and fundamental con-
tributiona to the progress of the world. Cooperative industry 
was first established in a home and the hooe remains today the 
model of the best type of an industrial company. The family 
affords the best opportunity for the inculcation of principles 
and truths which are more accurately portrayed in a character 
than they oan possibly be described in words. The close con-
tact of the members with one another in the home places the 
parents in a position where their character unconsciously but 
surely molds and directs the character of the children who grow 
up with them. The abstract virtues assume living form and they 
can be appreciated by the child only when they are incarnated 
in the person of the father and mother whon the child loves 
best• This delicate and subtle influence has large poosibili ties 
for good or for evil. 
No institution of society, outside of the Church itself, 
has been more vitally shaped by religion than the institution of 
the family. The sacred scriptures of all religions give to the 
family relation a sort of divine origin. _ 
The book of Genesis describes the first man created 
as coming into·the family relatiC?n with the first woman created. 
'"""'&" The two became the first parents of allAflesh. 
The Mohammedans give a central place to the religious 
significance of family life and hold the practice of polygyny 
to be as divinely sacred as their belief in Allah and Mohlll:'.!!led. 
So prominent, indeed, is this conception that the I-!ohlli!lmedan' a 
idea of heaven is construed in the terms of a well furnished 
harem. The pagnn practices of Old Testnment Bible times, in 
the worship of Baal and Ashtoreth, constitute only one indication 
of the religious desire to deify the sexual relation. 
The Greeks and Romans nersonified their deities in 
terms that included the marriage relation. Not only did gods 
and goddesses intermarry among themselves but they also inter-
married with human beings. Among the Confucianists the central 
theme of their religious worship is the reverence they give to 
their ancestors, thereby exalting the family connection between 
If 
parent and child to a high pinnacle of.prominence in their 
thought of religious duty. This is shown qy their willingness 
to engage in such practices as the bringing of food to the tomb 
stones nf their departed ancestors, with the belief that the 
spirit of the dead will need such nourishment as this, and if 
this is not provided the ~pirit will become hungry and starve. 
One of the biggest sins that a follower of Confucius can commit 
is to break the direct line of heredity by his failure to marry 
or to have any male offspring. 
In the Christian Gospels a new and exalted position is 
given to the home relation. The presence of Jesus at the wedding 
fens~ of Cana of Galilee: the parable of ths wise and foolish 
Virgins; the co~parison of the church as the Bride of Christ 
these are only a few of the solemn teachings on family life. 
The apostolic teachings following those of Christ Himself, serve 
to amplify the general principles laid down by the Master. Aside 
from these special teachings upon the subject, the veneral 
principles of Christianity call for a type of life which develops 
the larcest possibilities of the home and gives to womnn the high 
position to which she is justly entitled and from which she has 
been debarred in non-Christian lands througp:.generations of sub-
ordination to man. 
The Hebrew Scriptures are conspicuous among sacred writ-
ings for their attention to family life. The whole Old Testament 
" 
revelation is given aroun~ the central unit of the family. The 
.chronology is the succession of families, the names of whose heads 
are given. The historic continuity of the race is established 
because their writers are able to trace the genealogy of any 
individual back to Father Abraham. The innocent mecbers of a 
family are made to suffer with the guilty for the family's 
sake, as for example when Achan was found guilty of having 
stolen the wedge of gold and the Babylonian garrnent. One of 
the Ten Commandments reads, "visiting the iniquities of the 
fathers upon the children unto the t~ird and fourth generations."* 
The family was the unit of enumeration, being the smallest sub-
division of the host of Israel that was recognized. The roll 
was called by families. The promise of God to Abraham and to 
Isaac and to Jacob was that their seed should be as the sand of 
the sea for the multitude and in their seed should all nations 
of the world be blessed. The supreMe covenant of the Lord was 
thus manifested in the form of a family blessing. The religious 
force of the recognized relation between God and the family 
throughout the history of the Jews continues today as one of the 
stron~ factors at work acong the Jewish people scattered to 
the ends of the world. 
The history of the marriage ceremony reveals an in-
teresting record of the influence of religion upon civilization 
through the family life. Marriage early became not only a civil 
but nn ecclesiastical contract. The sacredness and sanctity of 
the home, upon which so much depends, owes its existence to the 
influence of religion on the marriage vow. In the early barbarian 
days when marriage was authorized by wife-capture -- when one 
•(Exodus XX: 5.) 
' 
member of a tribe could seize the woman of his choice from another 
tribe supported by his clansmen, there was nothing very sacred 
about the resulting home established. It was the contemporary 
practice of a low order of civilization. As the influence of 
----~ 
religion increased and made itself felt on this department of 
life, the plane of civilization steadily improved. 
·The fact previously referred to that the family affords 
a peculiar opportunity for teaching by example in the things which 
cannot be conveyed by words, offers one of the real opportunities 
for the influence of religion to show itself. One of the pecu-
liarities of religion is that its concepts are more or less ab-
stract. Therefore the teaching of religion that is most effective 
will be that form of teaching which exemplifies a faith or demon-
strates a virtue rather than o. teaching of "line upon line, pre-
cept upon precept." The natural instincts of the child are such 
as to cause it to follow the practices of its parents. It will 
therefore, throuej:l the power of this instinct naturally absorb 
the parents' religious faith. Another instinct of the child is 
that of implicit trust and confidence in its parent, especially 
during its dependent years. Hence the parent has all the mora 
opportunity to impress its standards upon the child's mind. 
These native instincts inherent in the human race as 
family characteristics supply the channel through which religion 
runs with mightiest power. Among the features of the religious 
life, as noted in our introduction, were the belief in a supreme 
being, a sense of dependence upon this being which inspires a 
f 
form of worship and service. These traits are such as are easily 
inculcated through the instrumentality of the family, and, more 
than this, are taught with great difficulty by any other agency 
outside of the fW!lily. · It would seem as if God had provided a 
planfor the propagation of religion. On the one hand, He forms 
such family ~nstincts as shall make the appreciation of religion 
easy, and-on the other hand the subject matter of the· religious 
idea is of the sort that is most easily apprehended through the 
family. 
The permanence of the family as an institution caJ.ls 
for the combination of such traits of character as are best 
developed through the agency of the religious life. The ~ere 
conditions of existence show themselves to be dependent upon 
the influence of religion. The fundamental factor is lost sight 
of if one shall say that religion hns no real place in shaping 
the ideals of the home or the development of the family. 
Religion has made the family the primary educational 
force in the world. The first lessons that were ever taught were 
taught by parents and not by specially constituted teachers. 
Along witl1 the rules for self-preservation and the principles 
of successful fighting come the teaching of relicious truths or 
superstitions. The barbarian placed as much dependence upon 
the favor of the nronitiated deity as he did in the strength of 
numbers or of arms. The Greek generals consulted the oracle at 
Delphi before undertaking any great plan of conquest. The edu-
cation of the child of a necessity included training in religious 
matters. 
We cannot,.of course, exactly determine the pounds and 
ounces of the weight of the religious factor in the development 
of family life. The records of the past are so irrperfect that 
the casual observer is not permitted to say conclusively "lf 
it had not been for the religious factor in this home, this 
family would not have amounted to as much as it has. 11 However, 
enough cases are before us to derive at least a tendency. There 
can be no doubt that the influence of the Jewish reliGion upon 
the Jewish family is responsible for certain traits that have 
made the Jew the successful man that he is today. ~7i thout any 
national ~overnment or well defined political area as a father-
land, the Jew pres~es his national traits and a racial solidari-
u. 
ty which is not excelled by any other nation under the sun. It 
is his religion that requires a Jew to marry a Jew; it is biR 
religion that makes him exclusive and dictates the kind of food 
which he may eat, The requirements of his relieion have developed 
him into the world's lending business man. There is no religious 
seat or nationality where the family plays a larger part than 
with the Jew and the family is what it is because of the Jewish 
religion. 
A long chapter of cases might be cited in demonstration 
of this truth if one were to gather together many outstanding 
instances in the families of leaders during the periods of great 
erooh-making forward movements in the development of civilir.ation •. 
Take the epoch of the Reformation and note the influence of re-
ligion upon the family life of' this time. Americans are familiar 
witl1 the Puritanism of New Enelnnd and all its austerity and 
hardness and sacrifice. Yet it was the Puritan family that 
developed the statesmen who framed the Declaration of Indepen-
dence and the Constitution of the United States and established 
the type of an American which remains the ideal unto this day. 
·Indirectly the largest contribution of religion to 
the progress of the world and to the family has been the in-
fluence that has steadily promoted the monogamous home. Vlhile 
it is true that some religions have.fostered otl1er forms of the 
family, yet, the evolution of the hieher forms of religion has 
carried with it an evolution among the forms of marriage until 
the accepted standard of the best civilization is ilio.t of one 
husband and one wife. The polygyntJUS family is novr practicd-
ly confined to tho barbarian tribes of ilie world, to the countries 
controlled by the Mohammedan religion and to the followers of 
the Mormon faith. In spite of the aggression and splendid organi-
zation of the Mormon and Mohammedan churches, they have not been 
able to demonstrate that a poly~1nous home is better suited to 
the advancement of culture than the monogamous home. No matter 
how high may be the ethical standards of a religion which tolerates 
this practice' the actual influence is bound to be deerading and 
demoralizing. 
It, therefore, appears in a summary of the forego-
ing that the i:'runily is the .t.undamental unit of society, that 
ita prosperity or adversity directly a£fects progress and thd 
the major influence shaping its development has been the in-
rluence of religion. Religion has kept the control of the marriaee 
contract. Religion hns fostered u frumily educational system by which 
not only rrorldly knowledge has been promoted but most especially 
the religious life itself. Religion has directe.d the evolution 
of the far.1ily until the highest forms of religion will tolerate 
only the monogomous .a.nmily. 
CHAPTER 
The Population and Relicion 
The quantity, quality and distribution of the popula-
tion are factors of large consequence in determining the rate 
and direction of progress. There was a time when progress 
vra.s measured by the quantity of the population. Large num-
bers were essential because of the necessity of bearing arms 
acainst the enemy. The largest population developed in the 
centers of the largest food supply. The progress of the 
nation was dependent upon the size of the amy in order that 
the tribe might overcome its enemies. 
The development of industry, and the invention of 
machinery constituted a new factor to influence the size of 
the population at any given place. ITence the growth of tmms 
a!'ld cities took place along rivers where water power was avail-
able to turn the vrheels of the mills and on deep harbors whet'e 
the facilities of transportation made easy shipping for raw 
materials and manufactured products. It is, of course, tru{en 
for granted that the mere increase of numbers in the population 
is not necsssarily a sign of progress. Indeed it may be a. 
si.sn of just the opposite condition. The world's population 
cennot increase indefinitely, for, not only will the possible 
food supply force a natural restriction, but the refinement 
or individual tastes and standards will tend to establish an 
equilibrium between the birth-rate and the death-rate. It is 
estimated that the population of the world is now increasing 
--
at about 1% per a~um, and at that rate it will double in less 
than a century. On the other hand, vre are told that the aver-
age annual increase in the five great cereals -- wheat, corn, 
oats, rye and barley -- has been about 2. 5%*. This would ne an 
that for some time to come the food supply will be sufficient 
to sustain the increase of population. "If the natural re-
sources of the Americru1 Continent were fully developed it would 
afford sustenance to 31 600,000,000 of inhabitants." ** If the 
quantity of the population were a determining factor in progress, 
the Chinese Empire would have become the most progressive nation 
on the globe. On the contrary it hns been one of the most 
backward nations. The orie;inal native population of North Ameri-
ca is estimated at between 600 1 000 and 1,000,000 Indians. From 
nll accounts, their living was scant and irregular. The Conti-
nent today supports more than 100,000,000 or people with a bet-
ter average livinG than that which v1as the portion of the 
Indians. The index of the increase of the population has been 
the intelligence of the people. 
!.Iuch that has been said upon the influence of the re-
ligion upon the family applies on the subject of the influence 
of relie;ion upon the increase of the population. Where the duty 
of rearing a family of children is regarded as sacred there is 
not liable to be any self-imposed restrictions upon the birth-
rate,- and hence there would probably arise a steady increase 
in the population. This hns been especially noted among the 
Jews and the Puritan settlers of New England. In so far as 
numbers nay be a sign of progress, to this extent religion 
becomes one ofthe factors. 
The distribution of the population is determined by 
more causes than simply the distribution of the food.supply 
and the topography of the water power and transportation. 
Certain populations have been obliged to develop relatively 
barren a-1\d inaccessible tracts simply because of the opposi-
tion of their enemies. Other groups have voluntarily seceded 
111.\.Y'e. 
or withdra.i'm from a. fertile area. and "taken up their abode in 
a. less promising center because or their desire to have their 
o;vn vmy about their own form of government or their o;vn form 
of rel:te;ious worship. The ·latter' influence has been very ef..: 
fective in the colonization of the vrorld. The extension of 
the Holy Roman Empire in the I.tiddle Ages vra.s a movement or 
population inspired by the church. The missionary zeal or 
the Hohmnmeda.n relicion has been largely responsible for the 
concentration or large Uoslem hosts over the continent of 
Africa.. The European settlement of South America has been 
largely stimulated and fostered by the Roman Catholic Church. 
The colonies of the United States of AM.erica were largely 
settled in this vray: The Puritans crune to Hew England to 
·worship God as they chose; the Quakers, under VIilliun Penn, 
found a similar refuge in Pennsulva.nia.; the Roman Catholics, 
under Lord Baltimore, made i iaryla.nd their home. Even in these 
later dnys we have large religious colonies established in parts 
of Canada by the Colonizati9n Department of the British Salvation 
* (AtlnnHc Ironthly, Oct. 1912.) 
**(Encyclopedia Btitta.nia., Article on A:nerica, 9th edition, 
Vol.I, p 717.) 
Army. 
An analysis of the influence of the population upon the 
civilization of the world is not only difficult to make, but is 
capable of varying conclusions dependent altogether upon the 
point of view. For example, the settlement of South Anerica 
by Roman Catholic Europeans has developed a kind of' progress 
which is doubtless better than what would have ta1:en place under 
the native tribes, but it is not nearly equal to that of the 
North American States which v;ere founded about the' same time 
but largely influenced by other religious raiths; Other con-
ditions could be adduced by either side to give plausible de-
fence for the degree of' progress under its leadership. Both 
sides, however, would agree that the coming of one of the 
higher forms of religion into a land dominated by one of the 
lower forms of religion has been largely instrUl!lenta.l in shap-
ing whatever progress has taken place. 
One cannot conplete the list of influences of religion 
upon the population ••rithout noting the historical tendency to 
build cities about frunous shrines and places of worship. Among 
the Jews, in the time of the Kings, the shrines of Shechem and 
Bethel were established and towns grew up around them. The 
growtl1 of Jerusalem dated fro~ the erection of Solomon's Temple 
as the central place of worship of the Judean Kingdom. The city 
of Ephesus not only grew and flourished because or its strategic 
position upon the main highw·ay of travel between Middle Asia 
and the llediterranean ports, but because there vras estnblisMd 
C· 
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there the worship of' the goddess Diana.. Hecca. of' the Hohammednn 
reli~ion has little excuse for existence save for the fact that 
it has been made a. Holy City of a ~reat world reli~ion. A oo n-
opicuous factor in the growth of Greek and Roman cities was the 
size and beauty of the temples which they erected in which to 
worship their gods. Athens, Corinth and Rome are notable ex-
a.mples. The direct influence of religion in loca.tin~ and 
. 
shaping these municipalities is not so ~rea.t as the indirect 
influence that it exerted through these centers upon the whole 
national life. These religious-civic centers extended the 
warnth of their influence throughout the nation's breadth, as 
a radiant personality makes its influence felt around the com-
plete circle of its acquaintance. 
CHAPTER ". 
War and Peace 
(a) EFFECT OF WAR UPON PROGRESS. 
Not all peoples of the world are agreed that permanent 
peace is the most satisfactory social colution. They point to 
the great decisive wars of the world and say, These were the 
stepping stones of progress." They will support that state-
ment by reminding us that the successful empires of the Heso-
pot~ian Valley were the outgrowth of continual warfare and 
that eaoh obtained a higher level than the one preceding until 
the climax was reached by Darius. They will point to such 
;vorld conquerors as Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and 
Napoleon to show us that the prowess of arms assembles the 
peoples of the earth together in the only form suitable for 
the world's highest good. They assert freely that the Golden 
\ 
Ages of Greek and Roman history were periods of great progress 
in society which followed closely upon the heels of war. If 
an opponent of their view should call attention to the 19th 
century and its unprecedented progress, he would be reminded 
of the French Revolution which ushered in the century. He 
vtould be reminded of the great American Civil Wn.r, by means 
of which slavery was abolished and the principles of Federal 
rights established in a Republican form of government. A 
discussion of the truth of' falsehood of this viorr would be 
quite similar to a discussion of the truth or fnlsehood of 
the old proverb "Hight makes right." The defense would 
claim that his position was proven by the £act that the 
world has made progress on the side of the mightiest. While 
admitting this evidence it must also be remembered that 
civilization had tremendous setbacks through the temporary 
conquests of the barbarians. The sp~endid civilization of Rome 
in its decay was finally overthrown by the hordes of Huns finm 
the North and the world suffered a loss which it did not regain 
for three centuries, or until the reign of Charlemagne. The 
defense would further urge that there must be an eternal con-
tention between the hiGher classes of people and the lower 
classes. The higher classes '\7ill, by reason of their trnined 
minds and unusual ability, be in control of the wealth. They 
will also have leidure for personal development. Their pos-
session of these things will plnce them in a position where 
the other class must be their servants. Out of this class 
contention arose the state of civilization known as feudalism. 
The servant class of people, though superior from the point 
of view of nunbers, is really inferior from the point of view 
of intellect, and must, therefore, be dependent upon what the 
hieher class will allo;v it. When the higher class becomes too 
arbitrnry there is a rebellion. Regardless of the outcome of 
·the rebellion, tvro things are acconplished: firs·l::., the so-
called higher class has its selfish o.mbitions curbed; o.nd 
second, the low·er class learns more truly than ever what the 
real conditions are of success in life. 
In other words, the class contention has the value of 
repressing what is bad in the upper class and of bringing to 
the fore all that is good in the lower class. 
Contention as a duty is one of the great arguments of 
those "'.'lho believe in war. One nation may, after due reflection, 
conclude that it should hn.ve the foremost place in the order 
of nations. This nation believes that it is its duty to bring 
all other nations into subjection to it, especially those who 
are in a low·er state of civilization. It is evident fron the 
diplomatic correspondence between Germany and the Allies in 
the present war that at least one of the reasons why Germany 
is at "'<'iar with Russia, France and England is that she believed 
th~t she is foremost aoong the nations in education, comneroe 
and industry, and therefore, she must fight to naintain the 
position if it is interfered with in any way by any other 
nation. 
Probably the best defender of the principle of progress 
. 
through warfare runong the nations is r~neral F~derich von Bern-
hardi, whose argument is especially set forth in his book 
"Germany and the Next War." Not only does the General use the 
arguments. above mentioned, but goes still further. He would 
have us believe that the virtues of peace and harmony and 
humility and sacrifice could have no real meaning if it were 
not for at least occasional wars. In other words, our virtues 
are only virtues because there are corresponding vices. All 
of which seems to be one other way of saying "that light is 
the absence of darkness and darkness is the absence of light." 
TI1e fact of vice does not enhance the value of virtue. 
3/ 
He also contends that arbitration is insufficient to settle 
the major disputes that may occur between nations. Not only 
because of the natural stubbornness of ~en, but because of 
the impossibility of raising any authoritative power. Hence 
the only solution of international questions is a resort to 
arms. He makes a strong point of the biological necessity of 
war when he seeks to prove that the elimination of the unfit 
and unworthy is essential to the growth and development of 
the good, upon the sa~e principle that the farner keeps down 
the weeds so the good vegetation may flourish. On this prin-
ciple the weaker nation must be eradicated in order to let 
the stronger nation have more room. He makes much of the 
beneficient results of wnr to which we have referred at the 
beginning of this chapter. He even sho~s that aspirations 
for p0ace are both destructive and immoral. To him the end 
of pence is stagnation, degeneration and ultimate destruction. 
That the only way to avoid this is by giving the people re-
course to armed resistance. The immoral side of peace appears 
to him in obliging men to be content with a Court of Arbitration 
and thereby prevent them from using all their powers to defend 
a p~inciple to which they have a just right to cling. 
General von Bernhardi fails to correctly weigh the 
damaging effect of war. It is a matter of no mean consequence 
that the Great War should be costing one of the contending 
nations $75,000,000 a d~. The money so consumed does not 
appear again in any other form. It is essentially destroyed 
--
and the billions of wealth that have been wasted by war have 
impoverished the earth. The loss of hundreds of thousands 
of' lives of' young men of a nation carries ,.,i th it a train 
3) 
of impoverishment. France may only now be said to be emerg-
ing from the devastation of life resulting from the French 
Revolution. Likewise, the General does not seem to pay serious 
attention to the destruction of commerce and industry caused by 
war; nor to the degrading moral effect upon the individual sol-
diers. One cannot live like a wild beast in the jungle through-
out the months of a military cn:npaign and emerge with the heart 
of a gentlenan. 
The theory of the superiority of warlike races has had 
many noted defenders besides von Bernhard!. Aristotle was one 
of the first defenders of ''might makes right." · A man or a: 
nation, to be conqueror, must of necessity possess some superior 
virtue. Hachiove1ti sets forth tho same view in "The Prince," 
The real contributions of war to the progress of mankind 
has been the mingling of the races. The captor and the captive 
have been brought together by war when they otherwise would 
have been kept apart. The deterioration of tribes by close 
in-breeding has thus boon offset. 
(13) EFFECT OF PEACE UPON PROGRESS. 
The argument for international pea¢o as a factor in 
the progress of civilization is largely the negative of the 
argunent for war. There are, however, other considerations. 
As an elemental condition of the soui the passion f'or pence 
l 
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is more difficult ancl, at the same time, more powerful than 
the passion for war. It is the natural thing to resent an 
insult. It is comparatively easy to wreak vengeance upon one 
who has done us an injury. It is one of the cocrmon temptata-
tions in the life of a superior man to use his knowledge in 
such a wny as to tnke advantage of a more ignorant man. 
3V 
War is easy compared with peace.- He who is n strong man will 
show his strength not by yielding to an angry passion when 
someone reviles him, but by holding his toncue. A nation will 
show its grandeur and its true glory when it will settle an 
international dispute by diplomatic intercourse rather than 
by force of arms. It is not always necessary for such a set-
tlement to be reached through a sacrifice of' the obvious rights 
of either party but rather through a compromise which will 
give to both parties more thon either had before. 
A civilization which is built upon pence rather than 
war will be a civilization in which the individuals are governed 
by restraint. from within rather thnn by co1'1pulsion from without; 
which latter case is the condition which prevails in a civili-
zation dominated by war. It has been often demonstrated that 
forced compulsion from without is not as powerful as self-
control from within. 
The history of prisons and reformntorieo in all lands 
testifies to the impossibility of physical control of criminaln. 
1'/hilo under ~uard they are law-o.bidinr;, but when relonned at, 
the expiration of their sentence, they return to the old life 
l 
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of crime. Likewise a nn tion subdued by war is only temporur-
ily subdued -- it will ficht u~ain us soon as it is able and 
finds n suitable pretext to quarrel. 
It is also freely recognized that physical force is 
only one of the controlling influences of life. It bears 
the sane relation to the present motive force of progreso o.s the 
treadmill bears to the steo.n engine. ?:~en with developed minds 
have learned how to control e;rent companies of ie;norant people 
who could not be subdued by force of arms. For example, who 
could question the influence of John Elliott, the apostle 
to the Indians. He could do what soldiers could not nccom-
plish. The latent powers r£ men's minds applied in peaceful 
times to the real problems of society have brought forth the 
wonders of today. The ocean steamship, the rn:i.lroud, the 
fr,wireless,'' the aeroplanes, etc., have come to take the place 
of physical force not only to do a better job but to do it 
more quickly und with less human effort. This philosophy 
of peace gives us·an argument which cannot be offset by any 
advantage of war. 
When everything possible has been done in behalf of 
developing the individual initiative and cooperative respon- · 
sibility and self,control durin& an era o£ pence, there will 
still be left in human nature enough of natural contention 
to amply pfovide for any of the virtuea which may accrue to 
society by reason of unavoidable war. 
--·--
(C) RELIGION AS AN INSTIGATOR OF CONFLICT. 
It is remarkab~ how vital a factor the truths 
of religion have been in the conflicts of the nations. It 
was the religion of the Greeks and Ronans which made them 
believe that their gods were at war with one another and 
that different gods took different sides in helping their hunan 
worshippers during their earthly conflicts. The Christian 
' 
theology makes us think of God as at war with Sa~n nnd final-
ly overcoming him. "The seed of the woman ahall bruiBe the 
serpent's head,"* The apocalyptic vision of St. John, recorded 
in the book of Revelation, gives us a picture of the resur-
rooted Christ seated upon a white horse leading forth the 
armies of heaven to make war against the beasts and kings 
of the earth.** 
Not only in the first and last books of the Christian 
Bible but nll the way through this thought is emphasized. The 
Jewish people made war upon their ene~es round about ti1em, 
not only for the sake cf supremacy but for the sake of extend-
ing worship of Jehovah. In the IJew Testament, Christ teaches 
Hio disciples, in many places, that the Christian life, in 
its resistance of sin, is likened unto armed warfare. "I 
· onm.e not to send neace but a sword." *** The apostolic 
teaching carried out this sane idea, notably in the sixth 
.chapter of' Ephesian a. 
What is true of the Christian relii~ion and Greek 
pol~theiam is, in a neasur11, true of all religiom ~ 
* (Gonanis III:15) 
** (Revelation XIX:) 
*"'*·(r.:ntthew X:34.) 
That characteristic of religion which leads the worshipper into 
acts of devotion ond service compels the worshipper,. if he is 
true, to defend his religion and righteousness against all 
enemies. This means conflict with every form of wrong-doing. 
Hence the martial air of much religious hymnol~gy, as 
"Omrard Christian soldiers, marching as to 'var" and "Stand up, 
stand up for Jesus, Ye soldiers of the Cross." 
Vlith this. foundation in religious belief, it is not 
strange that the pages of history are replete wit.h the records 
of holy wars. Perhaps the most notable example of all was 
the Crusades. The Holy Sepulchre was in the hands of the 
heathen Mohnmmedans. The Christians soug~t to reclaim it. 
Therefore they marched in holy pilgrimages, in great hordes 
of people, from distant parts of Europe, all the way to the 
Holy Land, to fight against the£e.rce.rens to obtain posses-
sian of this sanctuary. Religious fanatics united with kings 
and children to accomplish this purpose. They believed the~' 
were discharging A. sacred duty. It was religion that drove 
them to it. It WRS the unavoidable conflict between Roman 
Catholicism and Protestantism which brought about the Thirty 
Years Y.far. The Civil Vlar in England between the f'orces under 
Cromwell and the follovrers of the Royalists was another relic ious · 
war between the two branches of the Protestant Church. ·whatever 
of' good may be said about any war as a factor that makes for 
onward progress, may be applied to these religious wars and 
much nore especially in the case of the Thirty Yenrs i1nr. Great 
strides forvtard were taken in the adoption of the principles 
of political and religious freedom. 
The conflicts of the Christian Church have not been 
restricted to battlefields. Those which have been waged 
I 
within the Councils ~~d those wh~ch have been waged around 
the struggle for political and ecclesiastical offices are 
among the most significant in the world's history. Some great 
men have been retired to oblivion; other ordinary men have 
become great, but the promotion of the church organization has 
always provided a somewhat constant and always powerful force 
which, on the >vhole, has been used for the advancement of man. 
To correctly measure the influence of religion upon 
conflict one has but to be reminded that the religious life 
at its best is construed as a constant inner moral struggle. 
Man is conscious of a group of appetites and desires, the 
satisfaction of which gives personal pleasure, To satisfy 
these same appetites to excess causes intemperance and disease. 
On the other hand, another set of influences which start with 
the conscience and express themselves as good intentions and 
high ideals and all sorts of real good virtues, are equally 
active in their desire for full expression. These two groups 
of forces are pitted against each other and constitute the 
continual struggle between the better selr and the baser self. 
It is that of which St. Paul T.rri tes: 
"For the gooa. that I would I do not: but the 
evil which I would not, that I do. 
"Novr if I do that I would not, it is no more I 
that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me. 
11 I find then a lavr, that, when I vtOuld do good, 
evil is present with me. 
":Sor I delight in the law of God after the 
inward man; 
"But I see another law in ny members, warring 
against the law of my mind, and brinr;in9, me 
into captivity to the law of sin which is in 
mjr members. 
11 0 wretched man the. t I am ! Vrho shall de 1 i ve r me 
from the body of this death? 
"I thank God, through ~Tesus Christ our Lord. 
So then with the mind I myself serve the law 
of God; but with the flesh the law of sin." * 
The presence of this constant ooral struggle in a person 
actuated by deep religious pronciples begets within the individual~ 
j;he desire not only ~o achieve the power of self-control, but to 
vanquish all enemies. This is not a spirit of contention in 
the sense of stirring up quarrels, but rather the description 
of the struggle and self-defense in the fight for righteous-
ness' sake. The difference bet~een the fighting Christian 
and any other is that the purpose for which the Christian 
contends is not selfish but altruistic. The c;lory of the vic-
tory is to be the Lord's and not his ovm. One may justly say 
in this sense, religion generates the fighting spirit. 
(D) RELIGION AS A PR01!0TER OF PEACE. 
It may seem like a paradox for one to contend that religion 
is a promoter of peace as well as an instigator of conflict. 
The paradox disappears vrhen we remember that even the fiehtin g 
spirit in its best sense is indulged generally for the purpose 
of a more enduring peace. Vlnr takes place between two nations 
*(Romans VII: 19-25.) 
·I 
because they cannot live in harmony and because they cannot 
agree to arbitrate their differences. The differences are ; 
settled by the conflict and peace prevails. To this de~ree 
at least reli~ion likewise is a promoter of peace. It is tre 
end of alLreligious and moral striving. The soul ·.seeks to 
be saved from the degrading power of sin. It seeks to be 
strengthened for victory in the conflict with sin. It seeks 
for spiritual grace that will enable it to leave both the world, 
the flesh and the devil. According to the Christien standaro· 
this thought is expressed in the question 11 For what shall it 
profit a man if he shall gain the whole world and lose his 
own soul?" * The state of peace which will come to the 
soul that is saved becones the goal of every religious being. 
The abode of all those who have perfect peace in the Christian 
and Mohammedan religions is called Heaven: with the Hindus those 
who are successful in escaping the entail of worldly desire 
are absorbed into the Divine Essence, which is called Nirvana. 
Referring again to all the argument that has preceded 
to ::;hovr that a condition of endurine peace supplies the founda-
tion upon which the most permanent structure of civilization 
can be reared, it follows as a natural conclusion tlmt any 
· influence that will instill into the minds and hearts of people 
that peace,is the one thing altogether to be desired. 
This thine is the one most conspicuous fruit of the 
religi6us li~e. 11hat sacrifices and privations have men endured 
for the sake of obtaining it! The Society of Friends, for example, 
* (Hnrk VIII:36.) 
will not bear arms in war on account of this religious 
scruple for the sake of peace, The whole ~ospel of non-
resistance is proclaimed for this purpose and founded 
upon the Christian writings of the New Tea.tament, The old 
dispensation allowed retaliation, but Christ tau~;ht "Love 
your enemies, bless them that curse you, do r;ood to them 
that hate you, and pray for them vn1ich despitefully use 
you and persecute you." * Growing out of this fertile soil 
are the many National and State Peace Societies, the Hague 
Court, and the Church Peace Union, The central truth of 
the propaganda of peace as promoted by these ru1d other kin-
dred orr;a.nizations is well stated by Dr. Jefferson: "It 
must be shown that to save men is a hii,;her form of service 
than to kill them, and that it calls for the exercise of 
a large number of the highest faculties of the soul. To 
lift a city to a higher level of thought and action is a 
more difficult piece of work and demands a finer heroism 
then to level it by means of howitzers. To cast the evil 
spirits out of n city, io a more hazardous 1mdertaking than 
to pour upon it explosives from the sky." ** ''The world 
problen as well as the city problem and the individual problem 
is a religious problem, · Its solution is found in the realm 
of the spirit. A leader of distinction has recently said that 
religion offers us no hope of a way to international pence, 
but that we are to find redemption in the kingdom of science 
and jurisprudence. A more mistaken judgment it would be in-
possible to form. The only hope for ultimate penco lies through 
* ( Matt .• ·.V:; 44) · 
**(Oharlos Edward. Jefferson ''Christianity and Internationnl Poaco" 
PP• 250-1) 
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reli~ion. Knowledge is not enough. Law is not sufficient. 
Nothing suffices but the soirit of God."* 
Religion than becomes- in this respect an essential 
antecedent and a primary cause leading to the peace which 
11passeth all understanding" in the individual soul and peace-
ful relations between individuals and nationo. 
*(Charles Edward Jefferson "Christianity and International Peace" 
pp.285-6.) 
Chapter 
Religion and Governnent. 
1\·vo forces which are r0lated to each other as cause and 
effect frequently manifest themselves in such a way that the 
effect is taken for the cause. It is so with religion and 
c;overnment. Did religion cause the Government, or e;overnment 
cause the religion? 
If we follovr the evidence submitted b~r recorded history, 
we must ascribe at least one of the casual relations to govern-
ment. There was no ruler in prehistoric times, according to 
Hebrevr history as recorded in the Bible, other than God. The 
people before Abraham seened to live without the domination 
of any e;overning individual. The medium by which the will of 
God vms cor.ununicated vro.s the uncertain and vaguely defined 
revelation recorded in the dreams of men or otherwise im-
pressed upon them. "God spa.ke unto Hoah. 11 "Enoch vralked with 
God and was no~ for God took hin." These seem to be specimen 
relations that are supposed to have existed between nan and 
God. 
Fron Abrahru:;1 1 s tine onward, the e;ovornnent of Jchoveh, 
according to the Jewish conception, was transmitted throu~h 
·the heads of the families. So long as the patriarch Abraham 
lived, his entire"familia" acknowledc:;ed hir.t to be the channel 
by which the law of God was revealed and executed. It was 
likewise with Isaac, Jacob and the heads of the t·welve tribes 
of Israel. Arter the captivity in Ee;ypt, !roses who becomes 
*(Exodus ~II~ IV.-) 
--· .... ··-=· ·=====~ 
the leader of' the Exodus is represented an beinr; divinely 
chosen for this position. Supernatural incidents such as 
the miracle of' the burnin~ bush, the rod becorning a. serpent, 
and the leprous hMd, are Given to shovr that whatever authority 
was vested in Hoses as a leader was received f'rol'!! Jehovah. 
This criterion for the selection of' the leaders of the people 
prevailed throughout the period of the Jude;es. Their successes 
as leaders becn..11e the evid~ce of' their approval by Jehovah 
find they were continued in office so long as they appeared to 
have this approval. 
Bnt there came a. time when the people demanded a king 
to rule over them, f'ollowinr; the example of' other nations, but 
before such an one was selected the people prayed to ,Jehovah 
f'or His direction.* Samuel, the last of' the judges, receivOO! 
the commission to act .for God in nnnointing the man whom God 
should choose to be their first king. Thus throur;h the history 
of' the kings of' Judah and Isrnel, every king received his com-
mission to rule through some religious ceremony or annointing 
by a prophet of God to indicate that his s.uthority was f'roo 
,Jehovah. 
The Old Testament narrative plainly shows that with 
the Je'Vrish nation at least the relir;ious factor was very 
strong in sl1apine the development of' its r;overnment. At first 
a. pure theocracy and at last n pure monarchy, but first nnd 
last every constituted humru1 ruler ~nve evidence that his 
authority to rule ca..'"'!e fro;n Jehovah. 
*.(I Sonuel IX: 17.) 
• • • -\1\Q.i" .,f The anc~ent history of other nat~ons, bes~desAthe 
Hebrews, reveals many cases of a similar religious influence 
directing the formation of its governnental ideas. TI1e Greeks 
were accustomed to consult the oracle at Delphi in the selection 
of a leader for a great expedition and in some cases for the,'. 
choice of their rulers. 
The historical continuity of the practice of having 
some religious exercise in the coronation of a king has been 
maintained even dovm to the present until there is probably 
no Emperor, Kin~, Queen or President of any realm who is not 
inaugurated into his or her hie;h office by some appropriate 
religious ceremony. It is no doubt partially due to the preva-
lence of this custom running dovm through the ages that many 
of the rulers of today still cling to the ancient doctrine of 
the divine right of kings. Growing out of this has sprung 
the contentions between religious Md secular leaders for 
supremacy. The kings have claimed that their divine right 
not 
entitles them to dominate/only the material forces of the 
kingdom, but also the spiritual forces. On the other hand, 
the clergy have constantly tried to curb the powers of the 
secular authorities and for n long tine the Pope oven claimed 
the right to depose a. kine; vrho disobeyed his supreme nuthori-
ty. Tho controversy betw·een the Pope and l{ing Henry VII I of 
En~lnnd is perhaps the most notable illustration of this attempted 
use of the power. In this case it resulted in the ostablish-
nent of the separate Church of England nnd Henry made hinself' 
the head of the Church as 'lvell as1he State. In the face 
of these facts, one crumot deny that religion has had 
something to do with shaping the gover~~ents of the world 
through its rulers. 
The coa~ding influence of religion upon government, 
it~ however, appears in the use of ~ ethical codes as the basis 
for all the world 1 s laws. Beginning with so simpl~ a code as 
the Ten Commandments, we find that some of them are duplicated 
in the lavrs of every land. One cannot truthfully contend that 
these laws arose simply because of eoononic.;!; conditions, The 
first law B"iven by Hoses was a. religious rule and not a. maxim 
for economics. "Thou shalt have no other gods before me." 
And the second, "Thou shalt not make unto thee a.ny graven iMa[!e." 
The main reason given in the CommandMents for keeping them was 
that the offender should be ptmished, for the Lord was a jealous 
God, and visited ohe iniquities of the fathers upon the chil-
dren unto the third and fourth generations of them that ho.te 
riim. It is true that the Comoanc:L-nent in this form appealed 
to the economic sense of self-preservation in co~fort a.nd free-
dom, but there is no evidence that these Corn:nandments, which 
were especially religious in nature, were begotten hy any economic 
need. What is true of the Ten Comna.ndments and other !,~osa.ic 
Laws has been embodied in the funda:nental legislation $the 
nations ofthe world, and is apparent in other great historical 
ethical codes. Witness the religious proverbs in the code of 
Hrumnurabi nnd the ancient Vedanta. 
There is a strong parallel bet••reen the development in 
religion from an absolute hierarchy to a broad and representa-
tive congregationalism and the development in goverrunent froLl 
an absolute monarchy to a represento.l:.ive democracy. Here ago.in 
it ca.'"lnot be truthfully claiJ:1ed that· the progress of democracy 
has preceded and caused the progress or liberalism in religious 
thinking. Certainly, in the case of of the Hebrevrs, their desire 
for larger influence as o. nation dictated the course of events 
in their governL~ental history. The fact that this increasing 
influence over the other nations vras to be had only through 
implicit obedience to Jehovah and all His laws required them 
to put religion first and the foro of government a.ftervro.rds. 
In :na.ldng Saul king, the people showed their desire to break 
nvray from the old theocracy. In the case ofthe United States 
of Anerica it was not democracy that brought about congrego.tion-
alisn, but ro.thor concregationo.lism in relicion which brought, 
about a democracy in politics. The settlers in this country, 
as vre have noted before, vranted freedom to worship God in 
their O"Wn vray. 
The erea.t Protestant Refomation took place as a protest 
aeo.inst tho outgrovm hierarchy in reliGious i'rorship. The con-
tention that God could only be approached throur;h priests was 
no longer tolerated. T e individual cane to believe that he 
was o. free noral agent, responsible only to God and that he 
could com..·:lUne with the Deity and receive help from the Deity 
directly, without the intervention of o.ny other medi.un of contact. 
Ha.vinc; thin privilege ~-n the new colonies of America., the nett lers 
crune to desire to govern their own country in such a. way that 
every citizen s!;ould have a. voice and a. vote, hence religion 
brought forth the new democracy. 
Without attempting, therefore, to delineate the philoso-
phy of government, or to push the investigation of government , 
and relic;ion to their earliest beginnings, we find, as a. matter 
of historical development, that relit;ion has not only been first 
in sequence but has maintained a. distinctly ~~~t.t\l relation 
to the resulting and accompanying forms of government. The 
reJ.igious faiths o.fmen have helped them to select their rulers, 
to draft their codes of laws, and, in general, to shape their 
ideals of good governnent so that the representative government 
of the people, by the people and .for the people have come to 
be the recognized standard of the most advanced civilization. 
Chapter 
Religion and Education. 
Those who would disagree \'rith the main proposition of this 
dissertation, upon classification, would fall in large numbers 
into the group who believe that education is the largest sinr;l3 
factor in the economy of progress. 
factor in progress w"ill not be disputed. We are, hmvever, ,per-
mitted to enquire into the reasons that have led men to develop 
such an elaborate system of education. The enquiry does not 
proceed very far before we are forced to conclude that religion 
is the mother of knovrledc;e. One of the first native instincts 
ofthe race is the desire to justify one's experiences intellectual-
ly and to know the Deity. His nature ·as Divine keeps Him for-
ever beyond complete apprehension by mortnls, and yet He ap-
proaches sufficiently near and reveals Hi~self partially so 
ns to beget within His w·orshippers a. com."landing passion to 
know Him. The pursuit of the objects of this passion is educn-
tion. It begins vrith the drea"1ers of the nbstract -- the phil-
osopher -- nnd ends with the exponent of the concrete the 
scientist. 
To the ignorant savage the facts of nature constit.uted 
. 
one unending mystery. It Tras the nntural thing for hL"'71 to re-
late the supernatural being of his worship to the wonders of 
the physical growth all about him. The most mysterious of n.ll 
I 0 
seemed to be the movements of the stars in the heavens. Because 
of their dista11ce from the earth they vrere not as completely 
subject to lmowledge as 1:rere the plants and animals. Hence, 
the heavens caJne to be the abode of the gods and the movements 
of the gods were assumed to have some relation to the movements 
of the stars. The earliest of the sciences, those of alchemy 
and astronomy, were thus the outgrowth of the religious desire 
to know more about the Deity. 
Primitive faith ascribed to the Deity all of the ob-
served facts and laws of nature. In proportion a.s these things 
vrere regarded as manifestations of the Deity or of His power, 
in that proportion wns the investigation carried on for the 
purpose of knowing more about the [;Od. It is found, therefore, 
in the records o:f the histories, that the greatest progress 
in educational lines vras carried out lll!long the peoples who vrere 
the most reli13ious. The proof o:f this is easily shown when 
we remember sone of the :following historical facts: 
In the Jewish religion, their system o:f education, 
begin<inc; with the I.!oaaic Law, had its rise in the religious 
instincts of the people. The ,Jewish rabbinical schools were 
not only the forerunners of Jewish education, but they supplied 
the foundation upon which the superstructure of secular train-
ing was subsequently reared. Among the Greeks we find the 
schools located in the vicinity of the temples. In modern 
tirnes we have !Jhat is perhaps the strongest illustration of 
the power of relicion as an inspiration to education in the 
activities o:f the Puritan settlers in this country. The 
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institution first planted in new Eneland tmvns was the church 
and it was irru:1ediately followed by the school. The first busi-
ness of higher education in this country was to train men far 
the ministry of the church. Notwithstanding the tremendous 
.progress that has been made in national, state and municipal 
educational institutions, it still remains true that a large 
proportion of the educational institutions of our land are fos-
tered by some religious oversight. It appears 1 then, that 
relicion has ever been the prolific mother of educational in-
stitutions. 
Taking the proble~ of education fro~ a materialistic 
point of vie''' and starting with their prem5_ ses 1 we still come 
out with the sa,~e conclusion. The materialistic philosopher 
pushes back his questions in the order of infinite regress 
searching for the fundOJ'lental substahce out of which other things 
are evolved or developed. And so the ancient Greeks pushed 
their questionings. Fire 1 17ater, air and earth -- each came in 
at different times and according to different lenders, for its 
share of the e;lory of being the only real stuff in the ;·rorld. 
J-le "relc.leitu.s 
Then ~r:~~clite-s- came a little nearer to the true lieht when 
he said that nothing abides, nothinc; has real essence, everythine; 
flows and the state of the perpetual flux, so-called, became 
known as the condition of physical existence. All questioners 
and scientists, vrho have pursued this method, have found thEr.l.-
~~+~ 
selves driven fron nanifestntionl\und from observation to infer-
ence and fror:1 inference to conjecture until there have been 
born our systems of philosophy nnd our fomulae of science. 
Consciously or unconsciously the impelling motive which has 
shown men the way and r;iven them the power to derive the 
accepted phenomena. of observation and the noum.ena. of abstract 
thought has been the religious motive. It has ever been the 
universal instinct of man to attempt to locate God sonewhere 
in the great unknown. It has been equally intuitive to as-
cribe to God an omni~ence that was co:'lplete in n11 matter~ 
beyond the ken of mortals. The system of science was fotmd 
to be unsatisfactory without some UJ'lderlyin~ philosophy of 
the first causes which science tal:es for granted. The under-
lyinr; philosophy took up the nature of being and could not 
proceed l'Ti th acceptable or reasonable theory without starting 
vrith a deity who alone could be sho;·rn to have a real and ab-
solute existence. The study of the existence and nature and 
manifestation of God appears to be the beginnin~ of wisdom. 
The circulation of sacred writings has universally 
provided the main thoroughfare for the construction of langunr;e 
and literature. It is easily conceived that at the first all 
•·rri tings or permnnent records of any sort vmre held sacred. 
There is evidence that there were long ages before 1my perna-
nent records were made. The be.e;innings of lanc;unge were cer-
tainly very crude. Such as vre have preserved to the present, 
I 
na'nely, the hierot;lyphics of the Egyptians and the cunieform 
tablets of the Assyrians, indicate that the early use of 
lanGUage was for the preservation, not only of historic tro.di-
tions and lavr, but of the records of rclic;ious faith. The 
Emcient mo.nuscripts which ho.ve been discovered within t11e last 
• 
century give corroborative evidence of much that is contained 
in the Christian Scriptures and provide further illustration 
of the use of lan~nge and literature to c;ive permanent form 
to religious faith and law. It is not possible to overestimate 
the influe'lce of the sacred writings of any of the historic 
nntions in shapine; the course of their progress. The Vedacof 
the Buddhist, the Zend Avesta of Zoroaster, the Koran of Uoham-
med, and the Bible d£ the Jewish and Christian Churches hav~· 
been the standard ••rorks. Not only are ideals of life expressed 
QJ 
therein but standards for literature and Ipr;uage are embodia:l 
as vreU. The puresttliterature of the English languo.ge iA the 
Bible. It is the world's best seller amone books. It is now 
distributed amone the nations of the earth by the million of 
copies and printed in the lanc:uage of one hundred and sixty-four 
tongues.* The frequency of scriptural quotation and allusion 
in literature of every sort gives only one of the mnny indica-
tions of the influence of the sacred writings. 
What has been said of literature can nlso be said of.· 
the fine arts. The sculptor, the painter, the ousicisn, the 
poet, all choose their loftiest themes and subjects fro:n Blj1.ong 
the religious characters of the peoples' worship. The ancient 
Greeks wrought marvellously the narble figures of their gods 
and goddesses. Uichae}Atcelo is content to rest his fame on 
a statue of noses. Rnwael 's"Ha.donna"and Leonardo Da Vinci's 
"Last Sur,por" remain the unr.mtched masterpieces of the art of 
painting. 
*(Th~ Ontennial Hi::;tory of' the Aner~can Bible Society, by 
Henry Otis Dvri;;ht, 1916. pp 533. J 
Amon~ the finest music that ever charmed the ears of man 
are the faMous anthems and carols of the Church. Tho religious 
the:ne has ever been the favorite one for the writers of oratorios 
and cantatas and operas, until we have such productions n.s 
· Handel's "Hessia.h" and Vln[;ner 's "G6tterduer.ll!lerunc;'', and "Parsifal." 
nlerefore, without failin~ to give due reco~nition to the. 
power of education, apart from any reli~ious motive or environment, 
it remains a fact that the native religious instinct has furnished 
the motive that has led man to tane his environment and subdue it 
by applying his mind to its relationships. It appears that the 
constant outreaching of his mind toward the Infinite forces him 
to clear away the underbrush that prevents him from seein~ throue;h 
to the clearing and thus the desire +.o kno~r God furnishes the 
desire to lmovr the world. Out of this 1mowledc;e srpings the 
sacred literatures of the different vrorld races and likewise 
its sculpture, paintine; and music. As human beine;s are con-
oti tuted with almost infinite possibilities for ~rowth a.nd 
develop::1ent, the com.'rSllding incentive of life is always the 
pnrsuit of the ideal. Our religious nature idealizes everything_ 
in ·f:.erms of the Divine. Therefore 1 we objectify our standard 
of world attainment as it appears in terms of the Deity. Sub-
-jectivoly vre come to depend upon the Deity to civo us the power 
to realize the objective of life which we see writ t.en in His 
face. VTithout so doninatinc: a force inherent in nan's nature 
it is very doubtful whether any ed;;co.tionnl plan of the c;ie;r..ntic 
scope vrhich is now the sto.ndard for the best youth of the land, 
could ever have co:>:e into beinr;. The sncrifice of time and 
energy vrould appear too erea.t vri thout the eternal reference 
nnd the Divine siG!lifica.nce of tho mastery of nature's laws 
n.nd tl1e knovrledt:;e of nature's God. 
CHAPTER VII I • 
Religion nnd Indust~; 
A great many earnest and thoughtfUl scholars contend that 
the economic life provides the conditions which are fundamen-
tal to most of the results usually attributed to religion. 
Some take the position that while the relir,ious factors of 
life have ~ in 6etermining the course of events, they 
in turn are conditioned by econonic factors. Others i'rould 
give no place whatever to the religious i.opulse but ascribe 
the chief potentialities to economic relations. A fairly 
representative vieTt of the f'ormer case is that advanced by 
Professor E.R.A. Seligman of Colunbia University in his lee-
ture~ on "The Spiritual and Economic Factors of J3rogress. He 
states that the beginning of' ethical and spiritual life in 
barbarous tribes is in the consideration of the group welfare. 
That vrhich promoted the best interests of the tribe came to 
be Y..no1·m as the rit;ht thing to do, and that which worked against 
the best interests of the tribe was wrong. Thus there were 
developed certain social customs which formed the first ethical 
standards. To c;ive extra authority to these standards the 
thought of a god was created, who would approve these observances 
nnd punish nll offenders. Among the reasons adduced to shovr 
that this is true are the etynology of certain words used to 
describe dif'ferent morals; such as "appreciation~', meaning to 
set a price; the word "God" being derived from "good" or "goods". 
"Ethics" fron "ethos"; "~:orals" fro:-:t "ll,ores". But he gives no 
similar derivation for "deus", or "theos. 11 
John Stunrt Mill* would contend that religion is credited 
with a greater sicnifica.nce ns a factor of progress than belon~s 
to it, althoueh he admits that relie;ion may be nornlly useful 
without being intellectually sustainable. He contends that 
relieion is in sore need of better intellectual z;rounds. "The 
whole of the prevalent metaphysics ?f the present century is 
one tissue of suborned evidence in favor of relieion." Hence 
there seems to be a necessity of showine that religion must 
be useful in order to be defensible; for he states "if relie;ion 
or any particular form of it is true, its usefulness follows 
without any other proof." He continues by pointing out three 
eroat forces for prot;ress ·which are usually ascribed to religious 
influences: 
1. The influence of authority. 
2. The pmver of education. 
:3. The power of popular opinion. 
But Mill contends that these may not be directly 
founded in religions influence. That the primary authority 
in the world is the authority of parents over children and 
out of this cones the a.uthority of the various foms of JI:Overn-
ment ~~d all of the moral codes that spring up around it. Like-
wise the power of an education he asserts may not spring ou'b 
of religion. It was not religion that cn.uned the strength 
of the Spartan institutions, but rather the Spartan educaticn 
\~'hich developed a code of morals which in turn produced re-
liGion. The influence of populnr opinion, as praise or blame, 
rewards or punishnents, and the like, mny be similarly divorced 
* ( John Stuart ?.fill, "Essa~r on Utility of Religion.") 
fror::J. religion, for there are no.ny cases in which duties imposed 
by religious obligation are not held so tenaciously when not 
supported by popular opinion. F'or examplo 1 in the keeping of 
oaths concerning Custom laws, declarations are easily broken 
while one would never think of breaking an oath to support the 
government. The ancient practice of dueling and of bull-fi'ghting 
could not be supported from religious grounds, yet from public 
opinion could be tolerated with mpunity. He even goes so far 
as to sugGest that a martyr might even suffer for the thought 
of glory in the eyes of his fellow religionists rather .thnn for 
the sake of his religion. Any great enthusiasm, whether religious 
or not, could inspire any sacrifice. The influence usually as-
cribed to reliGion in its benefit for the individual is the 
sense of personal satisfaction and lofty feeling that is 
brought by it. But the love of country and happiness or per-
haps other high ideals will bring forth enthusiasm also. 
Out of all the foregoing is derived the conclusion 
that a religion of htlr.lanity not clearly defined w·ould provide 
for all the factors of usefulness in religion and would not 
have its manY.. intellectual deficiencies. 
The chief point at issue in these theories seer:ls to 
be a question of priority vrhich is cause and which is effect. 
However plausible the above explanation may seem, the recorded 
facts of history do not seen to support it. There has not yet 
been discovered any tribe of people ,·;hich has been truly de-
void of sene type of a vital relicious life. If the order of 
development began with econo:nics there vrould be some tribe whose 
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records are available to indicate that such was the case. The 
testimonies of archaeology, philology, art and literature clearly 
show that the order both of causality and sequence must be es-
tablished Yrith relicion first. Other difficulties, however, 
stand in the way of the economic theory. It is not reasonable 
to suppose that group welfare conditions could have been perma-
nent enough or substantial enough to give sufficient ground 
for the elaborate religious systems of early races, unless they 
had their ovm belief and native relie;ious instincts to build 
upon. On the other hand, there is much evidence to show that 
the religious instinct wasthe prolific parent of the prevailing 
notions of economic welfare. 
Another variety of objection cited against the possession 
of a. religious life as an original asset of mnn is that expressed 
by the Roman author Statius in "Primos in orbe Deos fecit timor": 
"Fear of natural evils has in itself no power to disclose the 
supernatural and to impart a vital sense of relation thereto. 
Supposing an already existing bent to recoGnize the supernatural, 
then v;o can see that fear may increase the urgency of appeals 
in that direction, but we do not see that fear cnn create the 
sense of the presence and agency of the supernatural. Horeover, 
fear working by itself, would make the content of religion to 
constitute solely any means of shelter against unfriendly and 
malignant pow·ers. But religion has always had a. different 
content fron that. It has given a. place to friendly powers 
and to the thought of satisfaction in fellowship with them."* 
*(Prof. Henry c.sheldon's notes on lectures on "Essentials or 
Christinnity.") 
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~t these considerations seem to establish nnly the priority 
of relifiion in the chain of economic and causal factors which 
shape the progress of the world. The exact measure of its 
causal value remains to.be taken. Before attemptine this it 
~ay be well for us to ask what is the measure of the causal 
value of the economic struggle. 
There are many types and variations of the econoniQ 
argurnent, the familiar ones are those of the evolutionary 
hypothesis of Darwin and the"taissezfaire~doctrine of Adam 
Snith. The former would hold that the lavrn of nature are such 
that all life inherently and necessarily provides for its crvm 
betterment and progress. The theory is that there is a certain 
survival of the fittest in nature's economy which performs a 
sort of natural selection by which the best species survive 
and reproduce, while the poorer species are killed off with-
out issue. This theo~ carried into the sphere of h~an life 
means that forces which direct the lines of hur1.an progress are 
purely automatic. There can be little intervention of any kind, -
divine or hurmn. l1either the laws of God nor the laws of man 
cRn have any real weight in deter.nining the direction of the 
progress of the human species. He co:nes into being naturally, 
according to the working out of natural causes; he influences 
and is influenced by his environment o.ccordint,; to his own i'tU 1~ 
in proportion as he rises above the degrading influences of his 
environment and aligns himself with the progressive tendencjes 
of his environment. In that proportion will he tend to sur-
vive and be superior to his neighbors. Even if all of the 
hunan species should fo.il to use thei.r will and intellect 
which now differentiates then fror'l the animul, tho same 
would apply as it also applies to the anir.:als. 
Tho Lo.isaezfuire doctrine is only one of the many 
applications of the Dnrvrininn h:vpothesis. The contention of 
this ~:~yster:1 of economics is that if every indiciduul were nl-
lowed to do as he pleased, then the ensuine conflict and 
compromise and cooperation would inevitably bring about the 
pro~reos of the race. By conflict the undesirable ones would 
be eliMinated; by compror.ti so the mutually untenable elements 
would disappear; by cooperation the remo.ininc forces would 
orc;nnicnlly unite nnd curry on tho world conquest. to the point 
of the complete domination of man. 
Tho perfection to which these theories have been 
elaborated by many authors has an attractiveness which be-
cuiles even the most wary student of proc;ress. The fallacy 
is obvious when one bec;ins to apply the theory to real men · 
and a real world. The arm-chair philosopher mny sketch for 
us perfect locical pictures which exist only in the abstract 
o.nd that in a roalm of pure imagination. The experimental 
laboratory of real life reveals certain considerations which 
upset or o.t loast limit the truth of the forer;oing theories. 
In tho first place the fact thnt mo.n has o. free \'Till to do 
or to undo, to obey or disobey no he chooses is not adequate-
ly rockonod with. There may be said to be a certAin survival 
of the fittest in the veceto.ble and animal life of an unin-
habited isla~ but not where the ~nd and will of mo.n holds 
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sway. An individual or a group may become ao depraved as w 
turn a garden into a jungle. It hns been found to be a very 
difficult thing to guide the will ofman. Some nations have 
tried to do so by force of arms, but the conquered tribes were 
only temnroarily subdued and only awaited the time to rise up 
in successful rebellion. Others have tried to restrain the 
will of man from perpetrating criMinal acts upon his neighbors 
by legislation: but in spite of all the splendid laws of the 
great progressive cotmtries of the world, there still seems to 
be plenty of business for the jails and the prisons. There 
are doubtless more offenders against the law who have never 
been brought to justice at large throughout the country than 
are confined behind prison walls. Others have tried the pro- . 
gram of improving the environment as a manna of social salvation 
but the tenants persist in making coal bins out of bath-tubs, 
instoa.d of using tilem for the lavatory purposes for which they 
were designed •. Whether the truth of the Garden of Eden story 
is admitted or not, it is at least a beautiful and perfect 
analogy of the utter futility of making people good social 
beings simply by putting them in a good social environment. 
If the depravity is internal and determined in a strong will 
something must happen to work an inward change before the 
effect of a good enviro~~ent will be seen in a changed life. 
So:no have sought by.the various progrruns of the 
corwmni~ts and older sociali~ts to bring about an order of 
affairs thnt should rightly deterr~dne the volitional acts of 
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man toward progress. They have contended tl1at Ul.e wealth c£ 
the world should be equitably divided nmong all, that the 
ownership of the instruments of production should be vested 
in the people as a whole, that the product of industry should 
be equitably distributed among all ilie workers. The diffiol. ty 
with this scheme is, strangel~ enough, that its purpose han 
not been realized where it has been tried, It takes more than 
an equitable share of this world's goods and of this world's 
products to make a man satisfied with his life or to make him 
content to respect the rights of his neighbors, to any nothing 
of making him an officiant. individual in the comnunity. 
Educationalists would have us believe that1 if the 
nan were well enough trained, the will to do right would be 
naturally evolved because of the better understanding of nature's 
forces. Strangely enough, this too has failed to work, for 
the worst criminals are found.among the beat educated, IThere 
unusual success hua attended the well-oducated it. is usually 
not difficult to trace other conspiring factors which have 
brought about the oplendid result. 
These and other forces have been tried in the search 
for a pilot to steer the unruly wills of men through the rock 
bound straits of life. There isl no doubt that each one contains 
a partial truth, but nO!'J3 of iliem alone, or nll of them taken 
together are sufficient to cet complete control of the will. 
There is sor!lething about the so-called religious experience 
which brines a man• s whole nature into a subjection to the 
divine in lovine trust and obedience so that there is beeotton 
in him a deoire_to direct the course of hia,life along those 
lines which make f'or the most perfect harmony with his environ-
mont and which make for tho eternal wolfare of his soul. no 
force or factor has yet been discovered in the world that hns 
o. transforming influence over a man 1 s nature which is equalled 
by the force of a religious experience. "' 
A second difficulty with the purely economic~ theories 
of progress is that it is impossible to confine the consequence 
of social wrong-doing to the perpetrators of the iniquity. For 
instance, if the diseases thnt are conveyed by the so-called 
social evil only infected the actual offenders, we might soon 
be rid of the disease and the practice. ' But innocent· wives 
and children suffer likewise and the progress of society ia 
Hereby impeded. An inferior means of cornpeti tion employed 
by one firm to eet business hns the effect of compelling 
other firms to stoop to the snmo level or else go out of 
bus in eso. It will never be ric;ht to c;o as you please in 
the world unless ever~r one pleases b:> go ric;ht. 
There is not a sufficient corrective for wrong-
doint:; in the self-inflicted punishnent of nature or the 
let;o.lly it1po3ed sentence of justice or even in the stinc; 
and lash of the full penalty of pov~rty to make man follow 
after those thinc;s which make for tho welfare of the rnce. 
The full penalty in not onl~r not inflicted upon tha offender 
but thnt which is inflicted is not oufficient of itself' to 
r::.o.k(;! him work for tJ1e public welfnre. 
"' ( Refer to Harold Begbie 1 s "~vice Born ':en" nnd "Souls in Action." 
rlr.1. Jnmeu 1 "Varieties of Rolit;ious F .. -:perience. 11 
Snmuttl Hadley's "Down in ·:iater Street" 
Jncob A. Riis 1 "Hnkinc; of o.n Ar:erican. 11 
The materialistic ardeconomic theories fail to provioo 
an adequate motive for a hunnn response tn life that will' ' 
satisfy the demartds of progress. The eternal question that 
everyone asks is this, "What is it all for?" nind "What doao· 
it amount to?" Even though the end be shown in terms of 
dollars and cents, or in terms of large popular influence, 
or in terms ofscholarly attainments, all of these fail to 
satisfy when compared with the ideals of religion.·. 'The bent 
forms of religion teach, in the first place, that a man's life 
is not simply bounded by life and death, but that the body 
is merely the investiture of an i~~ortol soul and therefore 
the soul life has not only an earthly and temporal Meaning 
but an eternal siznificance. The epitaph upon the child's 
tor:1bstone supplies by contrast the pure loc;io of this case, 
cor:1puratively speaking: 
"If I w~o so soon done f6r, 
Pray what was I becun for?" 
!lot only does tho soul of man have nn eternal significance, 
from the religious point of view, but everyt~ing that he does 
and all that he may become in life has a wliversal reference. 
This truth follows from the fundamental belief in a universal 
God who has made all things in creation and who sustaino all 
things by his providence. As n relicious subject every deed 
is done devoutly as is believed to he accordine to the will 
of God. In those latter duys, the precinct of religion has 
bocooe much enlarGed in the realm not only of ethics but of 
temporal and economic welfnro. Anything which conserves the 
physical and moral good of the people is approved with as 
much sincerity and with as great a sense of religious obli-
gation as the act of going to church on Sunday -- and with 
many people much Dora. The religious life which shuts itoelf 
up to religious exercises and obsArvances has ceased to be the 
type which is commonly acc~pted as ideal. That phase of 
religion, developed so perfectly by the Pharisees, rendered 
its contribution and has passed by to give room for a higher 
and nora potent phase. 
The econo~ic arg~ent from any point of view is at 
best a selfish argument. Group or social welfare, without 
religion, is a concept of the imagination. While it is true 
that tl1ere are social settle~ents where no religious teaching 
is introduced, and while it ia true that there are great 
civic reforms which are not directly promoted by any religious 
institution, and while it is true that there are gigantic 
organizations for philanthropy -- such as U1e Belgian Relief 
Fund --without any orbnnic relation to nny church or group 
of churches, yet every enterprise of this sort in founded upon 
the religious ideals of certain leaders or supporters of the 
~ovement who believed that God intended their lives to be used 
not only for t!:eir own selfish enjoyment but, as far as possible, 
for the happiness and welfare of others. 
nle altruistic impulse is not born in the Ulroes 
of the econonio struggle. It comes only through loving sacri-
fice, the pattern for which is derived from above. Jesus said, 
I l 
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"For their sakes I sancti~ myself."* 
To sum up in the words of another: "If God is the 
Creator of the material world and if the laws of its progress 
and development originated with Him and He is ultimately re-
sponsible for their ezecution, then those individuals and ~ 
societies who most closely relate their lives to Him, that is, 
the most religious, must tend inevitably to the advancement 
of civilization." 
• (John XVIIal9.) 
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